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Barnwell Castle - Part 2

Fig. 1. Aerial photograph from the east taken in 2019 showing the road and brook to the left, the
Manor House bottom left and the courtyard with the stable block and medieval barn to the bottom
right. The well is situated between the stable block and medieval barn on the far side of the single
storey later stable block. The approach to the castle gatehouse is on a similar alignment to that
shown on the 1718 estate map. © T Howard.

Barnwell Castle - Part 2
Brian Giggins
The first part of this article in volume 32 of
the Castle Studies Group Journal, mainly
covered the first decade of the castle’s
history when it was owned by Berenger le
Moyne. This article looks at the castle’s
later history and its relationship to the four
structures that make up the present manorial complex: The Manor or Lordship
House, the stables, barn and well (fig. 1).
History from 1276
The sale of Berenger’s estates to Ramsey
Abbey (Benedictine) in 1276¹ saw the role of
this small castle change to monastic ownership. Berenger had obtained consent to hold
a market in the adjoining village of Barnwell
St Andrew, which was also acquired by the
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abbot. When the Abbot renewed the Barnwell Market Charter in 1278, he lost the right
to hold one of the two weekly markets but
retained the right to hold a six-day fair.² In
the following year, the Abbot of Peterborough disputed the right to hold the market
which resulted in it being discontinued and a
loss of revenue to Ramsey Abbey.³
Ramsey Abbey appears to have let part of
Berenger’s Barnwell holdings to William Le
Moyne, as he acted as a guarantor in a 1287
court case.⁴ In 1294, William, along with
Thomas Warwick, undertook the Abbey’s
required service in the King’s Gascony campaign in respect of the lands formerly held
by Berenger. Both men were described as
esquires rather than knights.⁵ William may
have been the son of William le Moyne of
Great Raveley, Huntingdon, who also held
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land from Ramsey Abbey.⁶ What relationship there was between Berenger and the
Great Raveley branches of the le Moyne
family has not been established but Berenger and William le Moyne were two of
three witnesses to a document between
Richard le Porter and Ramsey Abbey, in
which they are both described as knights.⁷
Two years after that there was another
William Le Moyne who was rector of the
parish church.⁸
During the following two centuries there are
no direct references to the castle, but the
Abbey’s wardens in Barnwell are recorded;
these were brother John Tychesmarch, 1404,⁹
Thomas Sutton, 1499-1500,¹⁰ John Alcumbury
1519,¹¹ and brother William Holywell, 1533.¹²
The lands in and around Barnwell acquired
from Berenger le Moyne are likely to have
formed one of the abbey’s agrarian granges.
The Abbey had another grange at Cranfield in
Bedfordshire which is recorded as having a
hall, chapel, hospice, kitchen and larder plus
granaries, barns, store houses, dairy, cattle
sheds and a dovecote, arranged around a
gated courtyard.¹³ It is probable that the
ground-floor chambers in the castle’s turrets
were converted to some of these roles. One
was certainly used for worship in the 14th
century as it still retains fragments of medieval
religious wall paintings.
Central to the role of monastic granges was
the medieval barn, where the crops produced
on the grange and any collected tithes from
the Abbey’s tenants could be stored. A short
distance to the east of Barnwell castle’s
north-east turret is a stone barn with a Collyweston stone-slated roof, which is a partial
17th-century rebuilding of a 13th- or early
14th-century aisled-barn. This would have
lain to the east of the putative castle ditch.
There is the possibility that the barn was
constructed for Berenger le Moyne, but it is
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more likely to have been constructed for
Ramsey Abbey as it would have been a
liability for the defence of the castle.
Edward Montagu is recorded as the Abbey’s
steward of Barnwell in 1520.¹⁴ Edward
Montagu was a London lawyer whose father
lived in Hemington which is the next village
to Barnwell. He qualified as a barrister,
subsequently coming Serjeant-at-Law in
1531, was knighted in 1537 and became Chief
Justice of the King’s Bench in 1539.¹⁵ His
influence at court placed him in a good
position to acquire monastic estates following their dissolution. Ramsey Abbey was
dissolved in November 1539 and he acquired
the Barnwell estate, including Barnwell
castle, from Henry VIII in 1540.¹⁶ Montagu
had inherited Hemington in 1516 and purchased a manor at Boughton in 1528, which
he used as his principal residence.¹⁷ The
antiquarian, John Leland, gives us a description of the castle of this time:
‘At this village remaine yet 4 strong towers,
part of Berengarius Moyne’s castel, after
longging to Ramesey Abbey, and now to
Monteacute. Withyn the ruins of this castel
is a meane house of a fermar’.¹⁸
In 1548, Sir Edward increased his land holdings in the area by acquiring the adjacent
manor of Barnwell All Saints. He died in 1557.
William Camden’s account of Barnwell which
was written sometime between 1577 and
1586, states that near adjoining Oundle
stands Barnwell,
‘a little castle which now of late Sir Edward
Mont-acute (of the ancient family of Montacute’s as appears by their coats of arms
thereon) hath of late repaired and beautified
with new buildings’.¹⁹
This was written whilst the second Sir Edward
Montagu (1532-1602) owned the land.
Camden wrote ‘Britannia’ in Latin and the
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transcription appears to be uncertain in stating move to his house in the Savoy area of
whether the new buildings were constructed London, where he died in June 1644 leaving
by the second Sir Edward Montagu or his father. his wife, Ann, the castle at Barnwell.²⁷
By 1588, Sir Edward Montagu was occasionally residing in Barnwell as well as his principal
residence at Boughton.²⁰ When he died in
1602, he left his wife Elisabeth ‘all my household stuff in my Castell of Barnewelle’.²¹ It is
possible that his wife had a life interest in the
property until her death four years later.²²
The third Edward Montagu, 1st Baron
Montagu (1562-1644) was MP for Brackley
and had been captain of the Northamptonshire militia since 1587. In 1602 he was made
Commander of the Northamptonshire Muster
and in 1608, Barnwell castle was used for the
storage of gunpowder and match brought
from London. In 1614 six barrels of gunpowder, two cwt. of cavalier shot and two cwt of
musket shot was taken to the castle.²³ This
role as a temporary arsenal for the militia
continued until at least 1617. Letters show
that Sir Edward Montagu was at Barnwell in
1615, 1618, 1628, and 1630. During 1618 Sir
Edward was building a terrace in the gardens
of Barnwell which was probably part of a large
landscaping scheme²⁴ and building programme. His son, Edward, lived at Barnwell
in the 1620s and moved to Hinchinbrook in
1642.²⁵ During 1641, Frances, daughter of Sir
Edward, married John Manners, the future
Earl of Rutland, at the castle.²⁶
At the start of the Civil War, Edward, 1st Baron
Montagu was an elderly man but still involved
in the country’s politics as a member of the
House of Lords. Although considered to be a
moderate puritan, he did support the King’s
rule and had considerable influence in Northamptonshire. His local influence and support
for the King put him on a collision course with
the Long Parliament which had him imprisoned in the Tower of London in 1642.
Because of his ill health he was permitted to
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It must have been in the following year that
the Parliamentarian forces took the castle, as
there was an order by the 2nd Earl of Manchester dated the 2ⁿd May 1645 telling soldiers not to remove the goods of Ann, Lady
Montagu,²⁸ who appears to have been in
residence at the time . In an undated letter
from Ann to her stepson, William, 2nd Baron
Montagu, she wrote:
‘Taking of Barnwell Castle has much troubled
them. Taken Monday, by Captain Candilor,
soldiers unruly, Powder fired and killed one of
their men. Blown out all the windows in the
hall…. All the beds spoilt. Left regiments of
cattle behind. Captain said the tenants were
rogues and knaves, which caused the soldiers
to do as they did. It is God’s will, so let us not
set our affections on earthly things but let us
undergo with patience that which God layeth
upon us’.²⁹
It would be expected that some powder was
stored at the castle for hunting game and the
cattle referred to may have been some of
those taken from local farmers for use by the
garrison. The occupation by the Parliamentary forces must have been short as Charles
I was reported to have stayed at Barnwell
whilst on his way to Bedford in August 1645.³⁰
Edward’s son, Edward, who was MP for
Huntingdon, took his father’s place at the
House of Lords. During the Civil War he took
the Parliamentarian side.³¹ In 1647 he was
amongst the party that received Charles I
from the Scots and conducted him to Holdenby where the King was to be held.³² The
residence that he had at Barnwell was rated
at 37 hearths in 1662,³³ indicating that his
house was of considerable size. He died in
1684 and his estate was inherited by his
second son, Ralph Montagu (1638-1709), as
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his first son, Edward (1635-1665) had died on
the Revenge in a sea battle with the Dutch
near Bergen, Norway.³⁴
Ralph Montagu’s career as an ambassador in
the second half of the 17th century brought
him into contact with, and take in an interest
in, European architecture and gardens. In 1675
he employed Robert Hook to design Montagu
House, a grand town house in Bloomsbury and
in 1685 concentrated his energies on Boughton
House, having spent three years in exile in
France. Barnwell might have become his principal seat but Boughton offered the opportunity to create extensive gardens. His
commissioned buildings were notable examples of baroque whereas Barnwell was a combination of the medieval, Elizabethan and
Jacobean.³⁵ In 1692, Montagu married Elizabeth, widow of the Duke of Albemarle, whose
husband amassed a small fortune as Lieutenant Governor in Jamaica which passed to
Elizabeth in 1688.³⁶
Ralph’s decision to demolish the Elizabethan
and Jacobean additions at Barnwell was
referred to in 1748 when the Duke of Buccleuch told William Stukeley that he lamented
that his father (Ralph Montagu) had pulled
the castle down. It is probable that some of
the paintings, furniture, and early fireplaces
now at Boughton House came from the
demolished section of Barnwell castle. Clearly
it was not the expense of maintaining Barnwell which prompted the decision to do this
but status. Ralph was made an earl in 1689
and entertained William III at Boughton in
1705.
Evidence of the destruction of the mansion
within the castle and the development of the
present Manor House, can be found in the
surviving Montagu Estate Books housed at
Northamptonshire Record Office, which commence in 1701. During October the old brewhouse was demolished and a new one was in
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the process of being built, with Francis Coles
assisting the masons and demolishing walls
and carrying off stones for use on the highways. Improvements were also being carried
out in the gardens with the widening of the
canal. In 1704 the Collyweston slate roofs
were being repaired at the Lordship House,
castle, barn, and stables. The Lordship House
referred to was probably the manor house at
Barnwell All Saints, which the Montagu’s also
owned.³⁷ The accounts for 1707 included
payment for a sundial at the castle and a fish
trunk from Benjamin Staples at Oundle.³⁸ This
item may have been used temporarily to store
fish netted in the canal that formed part of the
gardens. These works indicate that Ralph
Montagu continued to see that the castle site
still had a functioning role within his estate as
a cadet manor for the use of members of the
family or as a source of income. The distance
between Barnwell castle and Boughton House
is approximately 13 miles and so it was comparatively easy to get to by horse or carriage.
The old castle ruins and new manor house may
have become an attractive destination for
visitors to Boughton House.
If the 1716 estate map is correct, it would
indicate that demolition of the old mansion had
been completed by that date and that the
putative entrance lodge had been extended to
create the present frontage of the Manor House
with its three gables (fig. 2). There can be little
doubt that the 2nd Duke of Montagu was keen
to preserve the castle ruins as in September
1723 he ordered :
‘that the tops of the walls of the said castle be
repaired and made even, and the same covered
with thatch to prevent the rain getting in and
spoiling the wall, and that such cracks as are in
any part of the said wall be filled up with flints
and mortar’.³⁹
These works would have removed any evidence
for crenellations which is reflected in the print
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Fig. 2. Copied extract of a section of ‘A map of the Lordship of Barnwell near Oundle in the County
of Northamptonshire belonging to his Grace John Duke of Montagu Surveyed by Jno Booth Anno
Dom: 1716’, showing the castle and Castle House. Original at Boughton House, Northamptonshire’.

of the ‘South View of Barnwell Castle’ that the
Buck brothers published in 1729. This is actually
a west view and shows the castle little different
from today, being a roofless ruin.
The Montagu estate records show that in
1728 the Castle Yard, House and stables were
being rented out,⁴⁰ but In 1729 the Montagu
estate was still undertaking repair works to
the house; these included making wainscot
for the Castle parlour.⁴¹ Between 1735 and
1738 the estate was demolishing the Lordship
House in the adjacent village of Barnwell All
Saints and possibly using the stone to build
an east range to the present Manor House.⁴²
In 1741 the kitchen of the Castle House was
improved by the installation of a smokejack.⁴³
As the antiquarian, William Stukeley, was
dined at the castle by the 2nd Duke of
Montagu in 1748, it indicates how the family’s
interest in Barnwell was retained until this
date. It was at this meal that the Duke stated
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his regret that the castle had been pulled
down by his father.⁴⁴
In 1749, the Duke died, and his estates were
inherited by his daughter Mary, who had
married the 4th Earl of Cardigan, whose
estate was at Deene in Northamptonshire.
On his death in 1790 the Barnwell estate
passed to his grandson, Lord Henry Scott and
remained with this family until 1913, when it
was sold to Horace Czarnikow who extended
the house to the north and laid out the
gardens. In 1920 it was sold to Mrs Bainbridge of Kirtlington Hall who married
William McGrath⁴⁵ and in about 1928 to Colin
Cooper, who added a swimming pool and
kennels for a pack of harriers.⁴⁶ He died in
1938 and the Barnwell estate was purchased
by the Duke of Gloucester, whose wife was
Alice Montagu Douglas Scott and a descendent the Montagu’s who formerly owned the
property.
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Fig. 3. Gatehouse north turret in 1980. The ground floor of this turret was used in the 14th century
as a chapel. The arrow-slit openings were glazed and fragments of plaster adhering to the wall show
that it was decorated with wall paintings that included religious figures.

The castle structural evidence: Ramsey
Abbey ownership (1275 – 1540)
During 1982, occupational evidence for the
Ramsey Abbey period was discovered in the
north guardroom of the gatehouse (fig. 3).
Traces of a thin layer of plaster were found
adhering to the better-quality stonework and
some of these retained traces of medieval
wall painting. All four walls of the chamber
and some arrow slit embrasures were
painted with horizontal and vertical crimson
lines approximately 10 mm deep to give the
impression of ashlar-stonework in 15 to 17
cm courses. At a height of approximately
2.1m, was a frieze approximately 11 cm deep
comprising five or six rows of interlinking
light red scrolls. A few patches of scrolls were
also seen on one of the ribs of the vaulting
(fig. 4) and it is possible that all the vaulting
in the east end of the chamber was treated
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in this way. On the west-side of the northeast arrow slit, was a wall-painting of part of
a figure with a bearded head and nimbus
(halo) which had a single finger of the figure’s
right hand elevated to suggest admonition;⁴⁷
this is defined as a gentle or friendly reproof
or a warning against fault or oversight.⁴⁸ The
colours used were crimson for the vestment,
red lines on a yellow background for the
beard, light red for the outline of the mouth
and nose and outer edge of the nimbus,
blue-black for the interior of the nimbus and
black for the outline of the vestments and
hand (fig. 5). The left hand of the figure held
a nimbus that was 21 cm in diameter and
outlined in black. Unfortunately, the plaster
showing what was contained within the
nimbus was lost, graffiti showing that this loss
happened before 1892.
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Left: Fig. 4. Vaulting in the north turret of the gatehouse in 1982 showing a small surviving section
of medieval decoration. Right: Fig. 5. Best surviving section of the medieval wall paintings at the
east end of the north gatehouse chamber in 1982, showing a haloed bearded figure holding
something in the right hand that was also painted with a halo.

Between the east and north-east arrow slit
embrasures was a small portion of the right
side of a figure wearing a blue-black gown
with two folds revealing a ruddy-brown lining.
Within the body of the figure were faint
traces of crimson paint. Immediately underneath this figure and forming a base for it,
was a small section of frieze 10 cm by 6 cm
comprising rows of crimson coils on a creamcoloured background. This may indicate that
there were four figures painted on the interior of the apsidal end of the chamber.
The late Clive Rouse MBE, FSA, FRSA, a specialist in medieval wall paintings, considered that
the masonry pattern formed by single lines
suggested a late 13th or early 14th century
date and that there was insufficient surviving
to hazard a guess which religious figures were
represented.⁴⁹ The decoration of this chamber
suggests a religious use during the time the
site was controlled by Ramsey Abbey. Cut into
the capitals taking the central arch of the
chambers vaulting, are two notches suggesting that a small beam spanned between them
which could have been the top-rail of a screen
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Fig. 6. Arrow slit
of the north
chamber of the
gatehouse
in
1980 with holes
for the fixing of
three horizontal
glazing bars and
recess to house
the glazing.

dividing off the apsidal end of the former
guardroom chamber. The lack of a piscina or
aumbry built into the walls suggests that the
chamber is unlikely to have been Berenger Le
Moyne’s chapel⁵⁰ but it may have been an
oratory for the use of the monks overseeing
the grange such as John Tychesmarch, Thomas
Sutton, John Alcumbury and William Holywell.
The arrow slits to this chamber are the only
ones in the castle which have been modified
to take glazing (fig. 6).
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Fig. 7. Medieval aisled barn in 2019 viewed from the south-west. The end gable is predominantly medieval,
but the majority of the structure is early 17th century. Inset: Fig. 8. Plan of the medieval aisled barn.

Left: Fig. 9. Lower section of the aisle-post surviving in the north-east corner of the medieval aisled
barn, into which was pegged a short section of aisle tie-beam. A timber brace stiffened the join using
open-notched lap joints, an early form of joint, known to have been in use from the 12th century.
Right: Fig. 10. Detail of the open-notched lap joint used on the medieval aisle-post.
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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The stone barn that lies to the east of the
castle (fig. 7) which contains a small amount
of in-situ medieval timber work, was much
modified and shortened in the early 17th
century (fig. 8). It still retains part of the west
gable with long narrow air vents and a section
of a medieval aisle-post left in situ in the east
gable (figs. 9, 10). The Barn must have been
at least 24m long and approximately 11m
wide. (fig. 11) Without knowing the original
length of the barn, it is difficult to compare it
with other monastic grange barns such as at
Bredon, Worcestershire and Great Coxwell,
Oxon.
The Montagu mansion period (1540 - circa Fig. 11. Isometric reconstruction of the west end
of medieval aisled barn.
1680)
Post 1275, the castle underwent a considerable alteration as the curtain walls were
widened by approximately one metre on the
internal face, which resulted in all the courtyard entrances to the towers being extended
(fig. 12). This new work abutted the original
doorways, which have two-centered arches,
whereas the newly created doorways were of
dressed limestone with segmental semi-circular heads and plain chamfer plus hood-mould
with mask terminals, like those used on the
gatehouses vaulting. These were also used for
the doorway in the wall erected to the rear of
the gatehouse that reduced the width of the
opening into the internal courtyard. The
entrance arch to the north-east turret has
been rebuilt without a hood mould. Roundheaded openings without hood moulds were
used in the gatehouse for the entrance to the
blocked-in stair, an internal wall of the upper
floor and the doorway linking the first floor of
the gatehouse to the south-east turret. In the
north-east and north-west turret, they were
used for the entrances to the garderobes on
both floors. There is no evidence to suggest
that the round-headed doorways without
hood-moulds are not contemporary with the
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Fig. 12. Entrance to the north gatehouse turret
in 2019. In the foreground is the original 13th
century two-centred arched doorway with recess
to secure the drawbar. Beyond that is the
lengthened passage and round-headed entrance
doorway of circa 1580.
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first phase of the castle.
The evidence for those
with hood-moulds is that
they are not first phase,
despite having mask finials
similar to those used with
the vaulting.
The round-headed doorways with hood moulds are
associated with limiting
access to the courtyard and
the thickening of the
curtain walls. Although it Fig. 13. Internal elevation of north end of west curtain wall, showing
could be argued that this rear entrance of postern, recess with early beam and entrance to
was
undertaken
to north-west turret. Based on RCHM (now Historic England)
strengthen the curtain walls photogrammetric survey.
against attack by mangonel
or cannon fire, this does not fit in with the known 3. Built into the wall above the doorway of
history or the restricted access to the courtyard. the entrance to the north-west turret is a
It would also be an expensive way of widening chamfered stone corbel which possibly supthe wall walk as this could have been achieved ported the tie-beam of a roof-truss set diagonally at the junction of a north and west
much easier with timber.
Three features suggest that the thickening range of buildings. The 1728 view of the
was carried out for the construction of new castle by the Buck brothers, indicates a
courtyard buildings abutting the internal face doorway above the entrance to the southwest turret which would have led to the first
of the curtain walls:
floor of a building abutting it.
1. On the internal face of the east curtain wall,
there is an arrangement of large rectangular It is possible that the major re-arrangement
ashlar blocks set within the body of hammer- of the courtyard buildings implied by thickendressed rubble walls, which suggests the gable ing of the curtain walls, was undertaken by
end of an internal building with east-west orien- Ramsey Abbey after they had obtained possession of the castle. Unfortunately, the only
tation abutted the curtain wall.
structural evidence for this period are the wall
2. Up until restoration work in 1980, there was paintings previously described. The description
a low recess on the north side of the postern of the castle by John Leland written in the
which had a timber lintel supporting the wall 1540s, immediately after the dissolution of the
above. Supporting this lintel was the end of a Abbey, states that Barnwell castle, had four
chamfered beam that would have supported strong towers, was ruined and contained the
a floor. At some time, a stone arch had been ‘mean house’ of a farmer. This suggests that
constructed underneath the chamfered beam the Abbey did not undertake any major buildto stop the wall above collapsing. The writer ing at the castle whilst in their ownership and
saw the decayed chamfered beam before its were therefore not responsible for the thickremoval and considered it to be 17th century ening of the walls.
in date (fig. 13).
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Fig. 14. View of south-west turret from the south- Fig. 15. 2019 internal view of the windows of the
east in 2019, showing the location of the surviving south-west turret shown in fig. 14, showing the
stone-mullioned window, and a blocked window depth of the window recesses.
below it. Inset: Upper floor plan (see fig. 23)

The limited evidence therefore suggests that
the round-headed doorways with hoodmoulds, belong to the period when the castle
ruins were converted into a subsidiary manor
house for the Montagu family, who had their
principal manor at Boughton in Northamptonshire. The decision of the masons to use the
medieval mask finials, may have been due to
Sir Edward Montagu wanting to emphasize his
family’s chivalric past, by repeating the use of
some of the architectural features used in the
original castle.
The evidence that the medieval fabric of the
former castle was converted to create accommodation for the Montagu residence, can
best be seen in the three-storey circular
south-west tower (fig. 14). Although the
basement still retains its circular plan with
arrow slits to provide enfilading fire along the
base of the south and west curtain walls, this
plan is not repeated on the two floors above.
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Here, the internal stonework has been cut
back radically and re-faced to create a square
chamber lit by two-light stone casementwindows set within large rectangular
recesses (fig. 15). One window survives on
the north side of the upper chamber. This is
of two-light construction with a central flatsplay mullion and holes for glazing bars
showing that they were weatherproof (fig.
16). The earliest known dated example of
flat-splay windows in the region is 1574.⁵¹
Regularly-spaced rectangular holes built into
the stonework between the cellar and the first
floor indicate that the floor in-between these
chambers was supported on timber joists built
into the walls. This form of floor construction
was repeated between the first and second
floors. The chambers on the first and second
floors had fireplaces built into the west wall;
the upper floor retaining the stone fireplace
lintel which has a flat four-centred ‘Tudor
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Fig. 16. Close-up of the south-west tower’s
stone-mullioned window, circa 1580.

Fig. 17. Interior of the south-west tower looking
west showing fireplaces on the upper floors.

style’ arch that was fashionable for the Both the upper lobbies have narrow linear
period 1570-1650,⁵² (fig. 17).
chambers leading off them which are formed
Access to the altered upper floors of the within the thickness of the west curtain wall
south-west turret was from a circular stone (fig. 19). Each has a small opening on the outer
staircase, now very ruined, set at the junction face to provide light and were probably excaof the turret and the south curtain wall (fig. vated to create close stool chambers. Close
18). The staircase starts from the enlarged stools used by the gentry and aristocracy were
entrance passage and leads to lobbies on usually upholstered seats containing a
each floor. This differs from the three other chamber pot, which are first recorded in the
surviving circular stairs, which are given archi- 15th century and were replaced by commodes
tectural distinctiveness by being set within in the 18th century.⁵³ This turret does not
‘lobes’ of the turrets. As the lobbies extend contain any garderobes and so the provision
into the width of the thickening of the curtain of close stool closets for two of the most
walls, they are not original features but are significant chambers within the castle would
contemporary with both the wall thickening have been appropriate.
and remodelling of the upper floors. This
suggests that the remodelling of the main
chambers, the staircase and lobbies are contemporary with the internal thickening of the
curtain walls and all formed part a major
redesign of the castle that occurred in the
fourth quarter of the sixteenth century.
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Alterations to the upper chambers of the
north-west and north-east turrets were less
extensive than those of the south-west turret.
Both chambers retained their medieval stairs
and garderobe chambers and had a fireplace
and a window inserted to provide improved
lighting. The window in the north-west
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Fig. 18. South-west tower stairwell in 1983,
looking south-west. Blocked stair window visible.

chamber appears to have been sited to get a
view over the formal gardens whereas that in
the south-east chamber overlooks the medieval barn. It would be expected that the
retained arrow-slits were glazed internally but
access to these has not been obtained to
confirm this. In the north-west turret the
construction of the fireplace blocked-in one Fig 19. South-west tower upper floors looking
north-east showing demolished wall separating
of the arrow-slit embrasures.
the main chambers from the lobbies and the
It is likely that the ground floor vaulting of both entrances to the chambers constructed within
these turrets were removed as part of the the west curtain wall. Inset: plan - see fig. 23.
late-16th-century works. Each have closely set
the form of a wide shallow recess that could
joist holes on the first floor and upper sechave housed the head of a bed. These alterations of the lower chambers and where the
tions did not make use of the wall thickening
vaults were removed are areas of surviving
which appears to have been retained as a wall
plaster. The close setting of the joists could walk.
indicate that these chambers had plaster
floors. These can occasionally be found in this Parts of this walk can still be seen on the inside
area of Northamptonshire and comprise a face of the east curtain wall (figs. 20, 21). It
layer of laths, straw or reed being laid across goes north from the gatehouse at first floor
the joists which supported a 50 mm thick layer level for a distance of 3.5m and rises approxiof plaster that formed a level floor surface.⁵⁴ mately 2.5m, which appears to be the position
Another major alteration was the removal of of a former stair. The walk then continues at
the section of the stonework of the main drum a height of approximately 6.5m above the
of these tri-lobed turrets where it abutted the courtyard to the rear of the north-east tower,
adjacent curtain walls and its replacement with along the north curtain wall and rises again
angled sections of thinner wall. This created approximately 1m as it passes at the rear of
an additional space to the upper chambers in the north-west tower, stopping somewhere
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Above: Fig. 20. Internal view of the east curtain wall with the gatehouse on the immediate right.
The slope marks the position of wall-walk stairs.
Below: Fig. 21. North-west turret in 1980, during restoration work.
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central passage, both of which retain round
headed doorways without hood-moulds. The
three chambers that formed the upper floor
of the gatehouse were modernised during the
Montagu period as they had wooden casement windows inserted (figs. 24, 25) and it
can be seen that a first floor arrow-slit embrasure in the north chamber was blocked by
new walling. Like the other turrets, no structural improvements appear to have been
undertaken on the ground floor chambers,
which does indicate the desire of the family
to emphasise the fact that they were living in
an old castle.

Fig. 22. Aerial view of east side of courtyard
taken in 2019, showing upper floor of the
gatehouse and south-east turret © T Howard.

along the west curtain wall. This was part of
the late-16th-century alterations and may
have created a roof-top walk to view the
gardens and the surrounding landscape.
Access to this walk was from the north
chamber of the gatehouse which contained
the stone staircase from the floor below. The
upper floor level of the gatehouse is difficult
to analyse as much of it is covered in vegetation, part of the south chamber is filled with
a large water tank that served the Manor
House and much of the stonework has been
removed (fig. 22). What does survive are the
front walls and sections of the walls separating the gatehouse south turret from the
south-east turret and the chamber above the
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

The Montagu family’s historic link to the castle
appears to have influenced Ralph Montagu’s
decision to demolish only the Elizabethan and
Jacobean improvements within the castle walls.
Within the courtyard these demolition works
were thorough, the only evidence being the
thickened curtain walls, the recess adjacent to
the north-west turret previously mentioned and
evidence for a building whose gable abutted the
east curtain wall. Whether the narrower section
of the west curtain wall, rebuilt since the Buck
brothers print of 1729 was drawn, was demolished by the orders of Ralph is not known. It
could be that this was the position of the hall
that had its windows blown out because of the
gunpowder accident during the civil war previously mentioned.
Post 1680
Although the castle was roofless by 1729, the
ground-floor chambers either side of the
gatehouse chambers retained their vaulted
ceilings. An embrasure on the ground floor
of the north-west chamber was squared off
at floor level for the insertion of a 19thcentury stove which appears to have had a
circular cast-iron flue cut through the arrow
slit. The heat generated by the range was
sufficient to leave burn marks on the adjacent
stonework. A new access for this chamber
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was cut through at the junction of the
chamber and earlier stair turret so that it
linked through to the pleasure garden and the
Victorian walled garden that lies to the north.
It is likely to have been used as a workshop or
kitchen for the gardeners and must have had
some sort of roof that has been subsequently
removed.

of buildings on the western side of the courtyard, the medieval castle ditch and the Elizabethan and Jacobean gardens. If this is ever
carried out it is probable that much of this
report will require revision.
Major structures associated with the castle:
The Manor House

The south gatehouse chamber has had extensive alterations in the 19th century. A brick floor
was inserted, and the walls rendered approximately two metres in height. This necessitated
the blocking-in of the lower sections of the
arrow-slit embrasures apart from the east one.
The vaulted chamber would have kept this
chamber cool making it suitable for storing some
perishables, such as apples, or game. A 20th
century modification was the tennis court
within the inner bailey, which was constructed
for Colin Cooper sometime after he purchased
the property in 1923. This is currently used to
store large pieces of architectural salvage,
which is part of the stock of the tenant of the
Manor House.
The Castle Studies Group 2019 conference visit
to the castle, allowed the author to photograph
the internal upper floors of the castle to complement the photographs taken when researching
the castle in the 1980s. Using these I have
attempted to create a first-floor plan of the
castle (fig. 23) and what is revealed is how the
medieval layout was modified to create ‘apartments’ for the Montagu household in the southwest and two northern turrets. It is likely that
there was also accommodation in the gatehouse
but whether this was for a member of the family
or a staff member such as steward, cannot be
ascertained. How these apartments related to
the plan of the courtyard structures is similarly
a problem. Although the tennis courts take up
much of the eastern side of the courtyard (fig.
1) there may be future opportunities for geophysics to reveal information about the range
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

In 1890, ‘The Builder’ published a drawing of a
kitchen extension to the Manor House by the
Northamptonshire architects, Gotch and Saunders, which includes a small ground plan (fig.
27). This shows the southern range comprising a corridor, stairs, drawing room and a
dining room that incorporated a large canted
bay window typical of the late 18th century
and possibly indicates when this range was
added.
The early section of the house had a central
porch leading to a hall with a fireplace which
was not as deep as the rooms on either side.
It is noticeable that the wall separating the
hall from the north room was at an angle to
the front wall. An inspection of the front of
the building shows vertical joints separating
the hall from the other two rooms and that
sills of the stone mullioned windows are at
differing levels. The likely explanation of these
features is that these rooms were separate
detached buildings and were linked by the
construction of the hall before 1716.
This suggests the present Manor House developed from a two-storey single building aligned
east to west that now forms the north end of
the projecting front three bays of the house.
This section has ornate gables on the east, west
and north sides, the latter being partially hidden
by a later addition (figs. 28, 29). The path eastwards from the castle gatehouse passes equidistant between this building and the Jacobean
stable block; the 1716 estate plan shows this
alignment continuing eastwards as an avenue
of trees. An archaeological watching brief of
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Fig. 23. Plan of the first floor based on the
ground floor plan, the RCHM
photogrammetric survey and photographs
of the first floor in the author’s possession.

Below left: Fig. 24. Upper floor of the gatehouse, north side, taken in in 1980, showing rectangular
window openings inserted in the Montagu period. Below right: Fig. 25. Upper floor of the gatehouse
above the central passage, taken in in 1980, showing large window opening inserted in the Montagu
period that would have looked down along the castle approach. Bottom left: Fig. 26. Inside face of east
curtain wall showing projecting fragment of a wall, plaster and possible traces of a roof scar above.
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Fig. 27. Redrawn plan of Manor
House published in ‘The Builder’ of
November 22 1890.

cable trenches in 1984, found the remains of a
well-constructed cobbled track on this alignment,
just below the turf on the south side of the path
(fig. 30). These features suggest that the most
likely original function of the Manor House was
as an entrance lodge for the main house located
within the castle. Clearly this is not the same
building which had 37 hearths in 1662.
The stable block
This is an eight-bay two storey building with
an east-west orientation that lies between the
Manor House and the Aisled Barn (see fig. 1).
It was erected to a high standard with squared
limestone masonry, fine mortar joints, mullioned windows with ovolo mouldings and a
Collyweston slate roof. A gateway divides the
ground floor into a two-bay east end and
five-bay west end. This leads through to a
large yard on the north side which contains a
range of late stabling and garages. On the
yard side the gateway entrance is plain but
on the principal south elevation (the house
side), it has a semi-circular hood moulding
springing from capitals and at the apex of the
arch is a dominant keystone. Pintles and
section of stonework removed from the keystone shows that at one time inward opening
gates were added to what had previously
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

been an open gateway, the section of the
keystone being removed to house the top of
the gates.
The south elevation was designed to impress
(fig. 31). To the west of the archway on the
ground floor are two pairs of three light stone
mullioned windows separated by king-mullions
and surmounted by single hood moulds. To the
east of archways is a single three-light stone
mullioned window with hood mould above. The
string course above these is set above the
keystone of the arch at a comparatively high
level. Immediately above this string course are
three dormer windows projecting above the
eaves that were designed to create an impressive façade, each having a pair of four-light
stone transomed and mullioned windows separated by a king-mullion and spanned by a
single hood mould. Each dormer has copings
springing from kneelers and terminate in ornate
finials. There are two single stack chimneys
projecting above the ridge at the east gable and
above the west side of the arch.
Internally, the gateway passage has ‘Tudor’
arched doorways with plain chamfers, one now
partially blocked and turned into a window, plus
one which has a semi-circular head with a broad
chamfer. This latter doorway may have been the
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Fig 28. Drawing showing the west elevation of Manor House.

Left: Fig. 29. Roofscapes showing
development of the Manor House.

the

Above right: Fig. 30. Part of the cobbled drive
leading up to the castle entrance, revealed in 1984

Fig. 31. South elevation of the Stable Block in 1984.
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original access to the first floor. No inspection of stables, so they looked like an impressive outer
the interior has taken place to assess the room range of buildings. These were theatrical
layout on either floor.
embellishments to impress all those visitors
It would appear that the building has been approaching the castle gatehouse and the
called The Stables since before 1704 when great hall. It is unfortunate there are no conthere was a reference to the Lordship House, temporary illustrations to give an hint of the
castle, barn and stables having the slates Montagu buildings that graced the inner courtrepaired. Two years later there was a payment yard but the quality of the Stable block and
of £11 4s 7d for repairing the stable windows.⁵⁵ Barn improvements give a clue to the quality
It is very likely that the stables occupied the of the works which would have been the equal
ground floor to the west of the gateway pas- to any of the great houses in the county.
sage. What the upper rooms with their impressive windows were used for is difficult to
establish. It could be that they were just used
for the storage of fodder, but they may have
been rooms where the manorial courts or
similar activities were held.
There are similarities between the Stable Block
and the putative entrance lodge. Notably construction of the of the stone gables facing onto
the main access to the castle, the high string
courses, and the use of wide ‘king-mullions’ in
the stone mullioned windows. Both are likely to
have been built at the same period. It is likely that
improvements to the aisled barn also took place
at this time as the west gable of the stable block,
south gable of the barn and west gable of the
putative entrance lodge have strong similarities.
Robert Taylor of the RCHM visited the site in
1987 and noted the use of a triangular
mason’s mark on stonework used for the
improvements to the barn which was found
on other high quality building work in Northamptonshire at Apethorpe dated 1622-4,
Castle Ashby circa 1630 and Rushton Hall
which would have been shortly after 1627.⁵⁶
These suggest that the Stable Block, putative
entrance lodge and aisled barn improvements
were carried out by Sir Edward Montagu as
part of the works he was known to have carried
out around 1618.⁵⁷ This work included disguising the barn as a ‘polite’ building by the addition of an ornate dormer window and building
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

The medieval barn
The present building is a six-bay threshing
barn with limestone walls and Collyweston
tile roof. Both end-gables have parapets with
ornate stone finials with the west end-gable
having a central two-light window with ovolo
mouldings. Its wagon-entrances and threshing
floor occupies the fifth bay from the west
end-gable. Half-way along the south lateral
wall is a stone gable with a four-light ovolo
moulded window and ornate finials projecting
above the eaves (fig. 7). These windows give
the impression that the building is two-storey
but internally there is no evidence that the
building ever had an attic floor. There are two
main trusses with collars and tie-beams and
three intermediary trusses with ‘A’ frames
supporting double rows of purlins.
Apart from the medieval west gable and a the
lower section of an aisle-post, the majority of
the barn is early 17th century and is shown as
being its present size on the 1716 estate map
but with an addition abutting the east gable on
the north side which was narrower than the
barn. This addition has since been demolished
and replaced with stabling. Why the fragment
of medieval aisle-post was incorporated into
the gable wall is difficult to explain. It must be
assumed that for some reason the builder
required upright and braced horizontal timber
in that location., which suggests an internal
doorway linking the two buildings (fig. 8).
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Fig. 32. Drystone wall curb of the well.

The well-head has a coursed dry-stone-wall
(fig. 32). and is capped with the removable
timber cover of some age. The shaft of the
well descends approximately 3 to 4 m where
it meets limestone bedrock. A triangular
sump has been cut into this with ground
water flowing over the bedrock and into the
sump. A timber at the edge of the sump
probably marks the location of a pipe for a
former pump (fig. 33). It is impossible to say
whether this was dug in the medieval period,
but I would expect it to have been built by, or
during, the Jacobean period.
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